Play is the work of children-but access to play is not equal from child to child. Having access to a place to play is a challenge for marginalized children, such as children with disabilities. For autistic children, playing with other children in the physical world may be uncomfortable or even painful. Yet, having practice in the social skills play provides is essential for childhood development. In this ethnographic work, I explore how one community uses the sense of place and the digital embodied experience in a virtual world specifically to give autistic children access to play with their peers. The contribution of this work is twofold. First, I demonstrate how various physical and virtual spaces work together to make play possible. Second, I demonstrate these spaces, though some of them are digital, are no more or less "real" than the physical spaces making up a schoolyard or playground.
INTRODUCTION
Play is the work of children-but access to play is not equal from child to child. This is true for children with disabilities, including autistic children 1 , where playing with other children in the physical world may be uncomfortable or painful [51] . Yet, having practice social skills play provides is essential for childhood development [26] .
One way to help autistic children gain access to play and socialization is through online spaces, such as social media and virtual worlds [9, 10, 59] . This paper extends previous work in this area, by exploring the disabled embodied experience and how that affects access to play. Access, in general, is not a given experience for any one person. When access is faulty or denied, disability is created in that moment [20] . Disability "is not simply lodged in the body but created by the social and material conditions that 'dis-able' the full participation of a variety of minds and bodies" [25] . As both a person's body and their environment are constantly in flux, then we can say that a disabled person is not disabled all of the time, but rather, they are disabled by the context (i.e., the world with its objects and the body itself) with which they are trying to engage. As Disability Scholar Titchkosky states, "While we all have bodies-bodies that we act, sense, feel, or move in and through-only some bodies, only some of the time and only in some places, are understood as disabled ones" [65:4] . Access, therefore, is dynamic and ever shifting.
The embodied experience often goes unnoticed and unremarked. In contrast, the disabled embodied experience highlights when a body does not fit into the world creating a remarkable experience for the disabled body [23] . To be "normal" is the expectation that is assumed all other human beings strive for, with every able-body striving to reach perfection and asserting their own normality by comparing their able-bodiness to those who are disabled [44] . The disabled body becomes the oppressed body, when they are denied access (advertently or inadvertently), not only in a social sense, but also in a literal, physical sense. Children who do not conform to the normative embodied experience of play, then, are not invited to the game. This is done both literally and through the crafting of play objects that a disabled body cannot use.
Among other activities, individuals with disabilities use online spaces to socialize-empowering themselves to do what they may not be able to in the physical world. Online spaces afford different embodied experiences than do physical spaces. In this ethnographic work, I explore how one community uses the sense of place and the digital embodied experience in a virtual world specifically to give autistic children access to play with their peers. One type of mediated experience is not better (or less mediated) than another. Rather, these experiences, from face-to-face to text to avatars on a computer screen, are diverse kinds of embodied experiences.
The contributions of this work are twofold. First, I demonstrate how various physical and virtual spaces work together to make play possible. Second, I demonstrate these spaces, though some of them are digital, are no more or less "real" than the physical spaces making up a schoolyard or playground.
RELATED WORK
To ground this work in previous literature, in the following sections, I review social media for individuals with disabilities and scholarly work on virtual worlds and multiplayer digital games. For scholars, our understanding and definitions of disability impact the research conducted in the space of social media and games for individuals with disability. This section covers social media that includes social networking sites, messaging (including email and instant messaging), blogs, forums, as well as virtual worlds and digital games [21] .
Social Media for Individuals with Disabilities
In the field of HCI, research has mainly focused on the potential benefits and disadvantages of social media, with an implication that these systems are making up for the deficits of the disabled individual user. These works do show the ways in which disabled users may or may not use social media and shed light on some of the reasons why. Burke et al. found through interviews that computer-mediated communication was especially beneficial in helping autistic users initiate communication, but problems occurred once initial contact had been made [10] . Issues of trust, disclosing personal information, and understanding the norms of the social platform made online socialization difficult [10] . Mazurek et al. studied adults with autism and their social media use, finding a majority used the social networking sites for social connections, as opposed to other activities such as reading the news or playing games [42] . Use of social media can empower and increase independence for those with disabilities, but this is not a universal experience. In one literature review, 38 out of 54 articles about social media and virtual world use by individuals with disabilities were focused on inclusion, exclusion, and empowerment [61] . A scholarly focus tends to be on what technology may do for individuals with disabilities, with an emphasis on how the technology acts to support the disabled user. Researchers place much less emphasis on understanding disabled users' relationship with technology-how a user feels about or acts to change their technology. This leads to the "inadvertent propagation of an 'impairment as problem/technology as solution' dynamic" [11] . This is exacerbated when individuals with disabilities are offered children's version of software because it is simpler to use, but can infantilize the user [49] . Social media can empower individual users and create a sense of agency, but as Disability Studies scholars have noted, the tendency to infantilize disabled individuals can have far-reaching negative consequences [36] . Young adults and adults with disability need access to age appropriate, yet still accessible technology to enjoy the same privileges as others who can easily access these social media technologies.
Overall, youth are spending more time socializing online, including youth with disabilities [60] . Social media, including blogs and forums, are useful as social supports, providing connection to others in similar situations, and advice for individuals who may not have access to such support in the physical world [61] . Söderström interviewed young adults with varying disabilities about their online and offline social ties and found that patterns of social ties appeared different in youth with disabilities [60] . The offline and online social ties tend to be more blurred together for these users, with less stark contrast between online and offline interactions. This is not surprising given the trend for more youth in general to socialize online [7, 34] . Young adults with disabilities may rely on social interactions in virtual spaces more than other young adults; meaning an understanding of how disabled youth interact in these online spaces is becoming increasingly important for scholars, caregivers, and the youth themselves.
Virtual Worlds and Multiplayer Digital Games
While not always included in the category of social media, virtual worlds and multiplayer digital games 2 do much of the same work as other social media. Virtual worlds are social spaces where users have a variety of opportunities to interact with one another. The type of interactions available on the platform can impact how a user engages with that platform, which can be compounded with marginalized users [27] . Communication occurs through both visual and auditory channels, with virtual worlds adding the potential to have more three-dimensional embodied interactions with the user's avatar. For those with disabilities, "virtual worlds offer the possibility of communicating through both text and voice, communication can become less of an obstacle while interacting with others" [62] . Text-based virtual worlds, such as MUDs (e.g., a text-based multi-user dungeon [16] ), may be simpler than some other social media with graphical user interfaces-Facebook, for example, has the ability to incorporate photos and video-blurring the lines between these different embodied interactions found in virtual worlds and other social media.
Researchers have conducted limited work on virtual world community members with disabilities. However, scholars have explored both how virtual worlds can allow users to set aside specific spaces (places within the virtual world) for themselves and their community, as well as allow for experimentation with various embodied interactions within these spaces. Second Life is one heavily studied example of having the infrastructure needed to create individual areas for communities. In an ethnography of Second Life, disability was mentioned particularly when it affected the user's ability to use the interface (e.g., typing slowly) and that otherwise, most avatars of disabled users were indistinguishable from able-bodied users [4] . People with disabilities can use virtual worlds to meet new people "on their own terms" where they can be "in control of the situation" [62] . For instance, Second Life has an entire island (i.e., a space set aside within the virtual world) dedicated for users with autism, which is similar to the Autcraft community virtual world [33] . In other work published about the Autcraft community, we found that in creating a safe environment for autistic children, community members redefine what it means to be social in these spaces [58, 59] . Further, children are active participants in the design, creation, and maintenance of these spaces [57, 58] .
Virtual worlds also offer an opportunity for those with disabilities to experiment with their avatars, living both real and fantastical experiences online [62] . Users have the choice of whether their avatar has the same disability that they do (e.g., avatar using a wheelchair). Carr found with Deaf users in Second Life that disability is recreated in virtual worlds through discourse and activities [11] . This gives users the chance to escape physical world discrimination and constraints or to play with varying identities, whether those identities have anything to do with disability or not. Individuals with disabilities can experience social interactions virtually that might not be available to them in the physical world [4, 62] . Users may want to express their identity within the virtual world as having a disability, which are available in some virtual worlds (e.g., Second Life). While there is the opportunity to embody an able-bodied avatar, likewise, there is the ability to embody an avatar with a disability. Mainstream game developers have begun including disabled avatars (both playable and those characters a player interacts with) in their game content [15] .
METHODS
This paper reports on results from a digital ethnography of an online community that has grown around a Minecraft server known as Autcraft 3 . I collected data through interviews with children and parents, participant observations, directed and non-directed forum discussions, chat logs, and digital artifacts.
Setting
The multiplayer virtual world in our study, Autcraft, is a semi-private server on Minecraft created for children with autism, their families, and allies. Anyone wishing to join must first complete an application. Only those on the "white list" of approved players can access the server. Autcraft currently has more than 7,000 white-listed members with a daily average of approximately 50 players in-world at peak hours of the day and approximately 1,200 individual players logging in each month. While there are no age-restrictions in the community, the content is geared towards members ages 8-12 years old. The Autcraft community is an inclusive, mixed-ability space.
Minecraft is an open-ended virtual world with no particular goals or play requirements [19, 54] . Players can build and create new objects by manipulating blocks in the game. Autcraft is a version of Minecraft that includes modifications and add-ons to the software to allow for the safety of community members [58] and to enhance their socialization [57, 59] . In addition to the Minecraft virtual world, the community uses in tandem including YouTube, Twitch, Twitter, Facebook, and a community-maintained website (including an administrator's blog, community forums, member profiles, and an in-browser web messenger).
Data Collection
This work employs virtual ethnographic methods and techniques that have been developed in other studies of virtual world communities [6] . After receiving ethical approval, I gained access to Autcraft via permission of the server's creator for this study and used an avatar labeled as a researcher in-world. Both my presence and purpose were made clear to the community through the Autcraft web-based forum and in the in-world chat. Parents were informed of my presence via a parent message board and the Facebook page of the community. Parents and children were encouraged to voice their concerns and ask questions about the research through all communication platforms used by the community.
From May 2014 to May 2017, I collected approximately 200 hours of immersive in-world observations, including participating in activities on the server, recording chatbased dialogue, and taking extensive field notes on everyday practices of community members and events as they occurred in the virtual world. I also participated in community activities outside the virtual world, including observing discussions in the forums and on the social networking sites. In addition, focus groups were created informally on the forums through forum posts prompts, wherein I asked openended questions of the community. Digital artifacts from the various platforms used by the community were also included in the analysis. These data include approximately 5,000 forum threads and 150 blog posts created by players, parents, and administrators.
Data Analysis
I used an iterative, inductive approach where emergent phenomena were identified, named, and categorized following techniques similar to those employed in grounded theory [13] . I used an inductive method of analysis to understand how participants engaged in social play through practice, rather than testing theoretical definitions found in the literature because I was explicitly interested in understanding how the community views and experiences social play. After initial open coding, I used affinity diagramming and axial coding to understand the relationship between, across, and within these codes, the themes of access across the different spaces (i.e., physical, liminal, and virtual) of the Autcraft community emerged. Finally, I reviewed the themes, searching the data for indicators or support for themes, as well as for conflicting data that was not well explained by my original interpretation. This approach was iterative, meaning that I revisited each phase multiple times, as is an established best practice for qualitative data analysis [13] . This paper builds off previously published work in Analog Games [56] .
RESULTS
The Autcraft community actively creates access to social play using a variety of social media and other technology. By looking at the constellation of social media in the Autcraft ecosystem, we gain a more holistic view of how community members are engaging in various social play experiences. These technologies include Minecraft, video via Twitch and YouTube, social networking sites (e.g., Facebook, Twitter), and the Autcraft community website. Access to the Autcraft community happens through three layers of interconnected environments: physical, liminal, and virtual (See Table 1 ). The physical space includes computer hardware and the environment in which players access the computer (e.g., bedroom, home office, computer lab in the library). The liminal space includes the installation and configuration of the software, as well as user authentication. Finally, the virtual space includes the various social media. Because of the nature of my ethnography being entirely online, I could only infer some of the ways community members were gaining access, with regard to the physical and liminal spaces, through their own records of these activities within the virtual space. In the following sections, I describe each of these spaces-physical, liminal, and virtual-in the Autcraft community and then follow with an example that impacted each of these spaces.
Physical Space
The physical space is one that includes the physical environment, the computer hardware, and the internet connection needed. How Autcraft community members configure the physical space is one of several points of creating access to social play. In fact, for many individuals with disabilities,
Physical
Computer hardware, physical space Liminal Software configuration, Authentication and Subscriptions Virtual Minecraft, Social Networking Sites (e.g., Facebook, Twitter), Video (e.g., YouTube, Twitch), Autcraft community website Table 1 . The different "layers" of environments that affect access to play in the Autcraft community.
this is the first point where access can be limited or denied (e.g., mobility impairment prevents someone from interacting with the interface or a visual impairment prevents accessing visual content). Despite the Internet and social media being empowering spaces for disabled individuals, if they cannot gain physical access, they will lose the opportunities afforded to everyone else. Ellcessor states, "digital media cultures take for granted an able-bodied user position" [20] . Assuming one mode of interactivity (e.g., only visual or only auditory) creates disability in other users who are unable to interact in that way [3, 11, 20] . The physical environment and access to Minecraft poses several different challenges for autistic children-both because they are autistic and because they are children. First, as children, they are often not in control of their physical computing setup-particularly younger children who do not yet have the privilege of their own computers or devices. To further complicate this, families that include individuals with disabilities often live in poverty, further constraining their access to technology [22] . For example, one parent posted in the forums, "Sadly, it will be just one at a time since we only have one computer semi-capable of handling Minecraft. :( My other computer is from like 2004-ish and I can barely play a game on Facebook with it. But, we will have fun and it will be a lesson in sharing for both of us!" Many of these children use the family computer, often out in an open space. This means they might not have permission to use the computer whenever they desire, being relegated to times when parents tell them it is okay to play or when their siblings are not using the device. This varies from home to home, but is not questioned when discussed online. A child might say they have to get off now because their older sibling needs to do their homework or that their hour is up. This is met with fond farewells, with everyone understanding why the child must leave. Parents and children must negotiate how and when a child gets access to a computer within each family. Parents often struggle with how much "screen time" to give a child [29] , but with autistic children this is complicated by media and experts concerned over the socalled "addiction" to games as a medium [1, 35, 41, 43] and by the child's desire to engage in the virtual world, potentially leading to issues such as temper tantrums and meltdowns [30] .
Another important consideration in the physical setup of Minecraft access are the various sensory concerns for those with autism [51] . Autistic children struggle with social play in physical spaces, finding physical touch and eye contact 4 All usernames in this manuscript are pseudonyms. overwhelming in these environments [8] . This includes adjusting the hardware so that it is a more comfortable setup, including dimming or brightening the screen, adjusting the volume of the audio, and even adjusting the brightness of the lights within the physical room. This physical set-up is often mirrored by similar adjustments in the Autcraft virtual world. For example, a child digs a hole in the ground with their avatar to make the screen go black (as opposed to simply turning off the screen). This example shows the analog-digital divide in their play is not as stark or as obvious as one might think-a user moves more seamlessly between and through the two. Creating access happens concurrently across the physical and digital environments. Community members fluidly move from one space to another and simultaneously experience embodiment in all of them.
Liminal Space
The liminal space between the physical and virtual environments proves a source of contention and access to the Autcraft play space. Liminal space is a concept meaning the transitional space between two states of being or the threshold between two spaces [24, 40] . The liminal space, in this case, is a distinct space between the physical space and the Autcraft virtual space, a place where critical infrastructure is set up and users maintain the software for the virtual world. This liminal space includes the software, user accounts, and the computer system setup. In the liminal space, one does not necessarily occupy a body as they do in the physical world or virtual world, but nevertheless play still occurs (e.g., overclocking, or running the hardware faster than it is certified to go, or "playing" around with software settings).
Various representations throughout the community (e.g., physical body, avatar, text communication) of an individual's identity are given continuity by stability in their username. A user chooses their own username 4 , which is linked via the Minecraft Mojang account that gives access to an individual's copy of the Minecraft game. These usernames are used across multiple social media platforms. For example, a parent may comment on a Facebook post in the Autcraft community, "My son (Piratescurse) really enjoyed the event today." Referencing the Minecraft username helps to create continuity across the platforms. However, this username can be altered every 30 days; a feature added by Mojang in June 2014. When this feature was originally added, it led to some confusion for Autcraft community members. Some of the members, particularly younger ones, tend to change their names frequently. This is perhaps linked to the more fluid identity of younger individuals [26] . Autcraft administrators implemented new rules (e.g., list old usernames on the public profile) to help maintain the continuity of the community members' names. Through usernames and avatars, Autcraft community members can engage in a variety of embodied experiences across the community's platforms.
The software for Minecraft can be downloaded any number of times to compatible devices with a valid user account login. For some children, this means they have their own account (with their own screen names) and for other children they must share the account with a sibling or parent. Children and parents negotiate and decide where to spend their resources to create access to Minecraft while balancing other priorities in the family-including rules about how much time a child can spend on the computer, how much money a family can afford to spend on access to the game, and the needs of other family members. This becomes more than a simple question of access to game play, but a negotiation over the shared environment and individual values to gain access to the Autcraft community.
After obtaining a license to download and play on the Minecraft software, the next point of access for community members is to join via the application on the website, which requires that an individual have a valid email address linked to a Minecraft account. The application consists of several questions, including "Who has autism in your family?" The wait time for application processing, as of this writing, was approximately two weeks. This wait time is because a small set of administrators are in control of the whitelist and, as they are volunteers, it takes them time to go through the applications. Setting up access to the server requires multiple steps after the member is accepted into the community. Challenges include ensuring the right version of Minecraft has been selected and installed, dealing with virus protection and firewalls that might prevent the software from accessing the internet, and configuring the operating system to run Minecraft smoothly. These challenges are faced by caregivers and children of the community-those responsible for maintaining the software and hardware needed to run Minecraft and access the other platforms of the Autcraft community.
Through a computer with an internet connection, a child can access the full version of the Minecraft software. While there are mobile editions and console editions of Minecraft, the Autcraft virtual world is only supported through the computer version. However, for children with limited access to a computer, they may also access the chat functionality of the virtual world through third-party mobile applications. These applications log a user into their account and their avatar appears in the virtual world. When using these applications, the user cannot move their avatar or even see the virtual world, except for the text chat (See Figure 1) . In this way, they and their avatar embodiment are caught in the liminal space. When a user connects to the virtual world with this application, community members will often signal they are using the mobile application and the server announces in the chat channel: This allows community members to participate in one aspect of the virtual world play, even if they do not have access to the full Minecraft game. Community members learn about these other access options from each other. Following is an excerpt from the chat log in the Autcraft virtual world where community members discuss "minechat": Using these applications to engage in the virtual world show that the child is willing to have some engagement in the virtual world play, or at least the social aspects of this play, rather than none at all. Perhaps given the response from one of the children, "errnm ok," the benefits are not necessarily obvious. A child using the minechat application accepts disabling their avatar to have the ability to engage in some form of social play, rather than have no access at all.
For parents who are able to afford (financially, the energy required to set up, and time) to give their child access, they must also "buy in" to the Autcraft experience-that is, they believe that Autcraft is a valuable place for their children to be spending their time. Much of the parent and child's time is consumed in work, school, and various therapies to help support the autistic child. What little time is left for free play is especially precious. Some parents admit trepidation about allowing too much "screen time" or not understanding the technology or game enough to make informed decisions about their child's access. A whole Autcraft forum is dedicated to helping parents navigate the Autcraft space, while another entire forum is dedicated to solving hardware and software issues. These online forums become almost as important as the virtual world itself. Both children and parents use them to gain the knowledge required to gain entry to the virtual world, which can be intricate and in-depth. This knowledge spans hardware and software set-up (including how to add mods and understanding IP addresses) to the social rules needed to navigate the social play within the community.
Virtual Space
The virtual space is the place of digital embodied interaction. This includes the environment of Minecraft inside the Autcraft virtual world, videos, social networking sites, and the Autcraft community website. Throughout the virtual space, avatars represent community members; this is what is seen by other players and interacts in the Autcraft virtual world. The avatar is a blocky humanoid figure that can be edited in appearance through software such as Microsoft's Paint (See Figure 2) . Pre-made avatars are available online through searchable databases (e.g., Skindex 5 ) (See Figure 3) . While the shape of the avatar is fixed, players can design with a variety of colors, allowing them to be more than humanfrom a bear or mermaid to a blue humanoid. Other scholars have pointed to some of the problems with these databases (e.g., underrepresentation of women and people of color), particularly for players of color who are looking to represent themselves in the virtual world [2] . For individuals with disabilities options for representative avatars is limited. All avatars are bipedal and objects, such as wheelchairs, are currently not available. Individuals can also represent themselves through their profile pages and usernames on the website and social media, through their voice or video recordings of their physical world bodies in video streaming and YouTube, and through their own bodies when meeting face-to-face in the physical world.
Following is a description of some of the virtual spaces within the Autcraft community including: the virtual world, video sites, social networking sites, and the community website. 
Virtual World.
The Autcraft virtual world is a specific instance of a Minecraft virtual world. Within the Autcraft virtual world, there are different "worlds" that can be accessed via a portal system, similar to "islands" in Second Life. Each of these worlds have different purposes and rules. These separate worlds within the larger Autcraft virtual world allow for players to engage in a variety of activities. These spaces serve as meeting places, areas for building, and a means to go on adventures with other players.
Some places are designed to renew and change every month. From my field notes:
In Autcraft, there is an entire world dedicated to mining raw materials. Mining World is different from other locations in Autcraft because once per month, the world is reset, wiping out everything and making a new world with all new resources. Signs are ubiquitous, warning community members not to build in Mining World because they will lose their creations at the end of the month. However, as the players mine, they also create. Players build functional objects, such as stairs to help reach minerals, but also aesthetically interesting builds (See Figure 4) . These places are designated within the larger Autcraft virtual world, which is nestled in the even larger Autcraft community. These virtual spaces allow for exploration and creativity. They also gives a sense of either permanence or impermanence. In the case of "Mining World," nothing is permanent, as it will be erased at the end of the month. Other spaces, such as player homes, are as permanent as the virtual world is.
Video.
Autcraft community members use two main outlets for creating and publishing video content: Twitch and YouTube. Twitch is a live-streaming video platform used for streaming video game content while the user is playing [37] . 6 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCj5i58mCkAREDqFWlhaQbOw
Members use this platform to stream live videos of their activities within the Autcraft virtual world. Other Twitch users can search for the Autcraft keyword or find users by username to watch the desired community related content. Live stream videos are meant to be watched in the moment, but are occasionally recorded. Videos recorded and published on YouTube are generally edited before publishing, including title screens denoting the player's username and video title. YouTube videos are shared with other Autcraft members through the community's website. This also included the founder's TED talk about Autcraft, which is widely shared throughout the community [68] . Members follow the example of others they have seen in creating their own videos. For example, one popular Minecraft YouTube channel for children named Stampy 6 has over 8 million subscribers [67] . Children then emulate these videos, through content such as "Let's Play." "Let's Play" are edited videos of players playing through a video game, giving viewers a first-person experience of playing the game and are popular way to share gaming experiences in many games, including Minecraft [50] .
Social Networking Sites.
Autcraft administrators maintain a Twitter account and a Facebook group page, which are used to disseminate community news, post inspirational blogs by members of the community, and keep in touch with community members. Community discussions happen across these sites and are member-driven. For example, announcements are made in multiple places (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, and the website) so that community members can see them on the site they visit more frequently. When media news about the Autcraft community occurs, an administrator posts the link to the article across all the social networking sites. Parents are more likely to respond to posts on Facebook, while more active community members, such as the children, are more likely to respond on the community website. This assures that news reaches many members-even those only indirectly active, such as parents who do not play Minecraft.
Autcraft Community Website.
Autcraft administrators maintain a website that includes a main page with news and blog posts, a status page for the virtual world, forums, member profile pages, and an in-browser web messenger. The website allows members to "friend" each other through profile pages and displays "top forum posters" on the front page for those who have posted the most in the forums (i.e., those who have posted the top number of posts). "Player of the Week" is selected each week by administrators and are players who have stood out to the administration as helpful community members.
In these various places, the ways in which individuals experience virtual embodiment is different. For example, the avatar in the virtual world takes on a much more "physical" embodied experience-interacting in a three-dimensional environment. However, a Facebook profile may not have the same kind of embodied experience. The liminal space in each of these platforms is also different and, in some ways, much less obvious. Again, Facebook requires hardware and an account to access, but the system is supported by a much wider range of hardware and software than Minecraft.
The Embodied Experience in the Autcraft Community
The physical, liminal, and virtual spaces of the Autcraft community are not separate entities, but rather intertwined and intersecting to make up the embodied experience of being in Autcraft. The embodied experience is how an individual engages with their environment through artifacts-implying some kind of bodily experience in those spaces [18] . This is particularly salient when children in the community experience violence. The Autcraft community explicitly denies access to the play space to one group of individuals-trolls and those who mean harm to the players with autism. This exclusion is controlled mainly through the whitelist of permitted players. The administrators maintain a list of banned usernames that keeps most of the mischief makers at bay. However, one hacking incident led administrators to take more stringent precautions. Hackers had managed to redirect the IP address of the Autcraft server so that when players tried to log in they were sent to another virtual world instead. As reported in an administrator's blog, "Once there, they were encased in a bedrock box from which they could not leave and were told that they were rejects from society, degenerates and that they should kill themselves." When administrators of Autcraft were able to stop the hackers from redirecting Autcraft players, the hackers then launched a DDOS (Denial-of-Service) attack on the Autcraft virtual world, which is a means of technically denying access to the virtual world for everyone. As the administrator put it in his blog, the hackers attempted "to make Autcraft unplayable for everyone because if they couldn't tell the children to kill themselves directly, then they'd at least try to take everything away from them that they could." These attacks eventually caused the Autcraft administrators to change the Autcraft IP address-meaning community members had to understand how to reconfigure their own settings in order not to be locked out along with the hackers. This required quickly educating Autcraft members how to change their settings in order to gain access to the virtual world again. Autcraft administrators had to do this education covertly in order not to alert the hackers to their fix. Administrators made obscure public announcements about "news" that could then be found within the passwordprotected Autcraft website that would hide the new IPaddress from the hackers. This caused some confusion for Autcraft community members, particularly those who are less technologically savvy. Creating access for some inevitably means denying access to others-especially when the goals for one group are in opposition to the goals of another group.
This inclusion of some individuals and the exclusion of others may be an inevitable consequence of trying to create a safe play space for children. How the Autcraft community defines social play-and who are the privileged playersalso directly affects those who are excluded. Children with autism are the privileged players within the Autcraft community. While these children are educated when they have misbehaved-explicitly told when they have hurt someone's feelings, for instance-the hackers in the above example are not given that luxury in the same way. The hackers' kind of play runs counter to the ideals of the Autcraft community. In fact, to Autcraft community members, the hackers may not be viewed as players at all because they are involuntarily involving the Autcraft community members in what could be deemed as anti-social play.
In this example, the experience crossed the boundaries of the various spaces-physical, liminal, and virtual-to impact the experiences of community members. As I will discuss further below, this example is particularly salient because despite the acts being "virtual," they are still very real for the children who were victims of them.
DISCUSSION: WHERE IS THE BODY? THE PLACENESS OF THE AUTCRAFT COMMUNITY
Understanding the infrastructure of the Autcraft community, including the spaces-physical, liminal, and virtual-community members must traverse to engage with each other, as well as the modifications made to Minecraft for the community members' use, allows for a deeper understanding of their embodied experiences in these spaces. Acknowledging that real and unreal experiences can occur in the physical world and in the virtual world means we must also acknowledge the validity of experiences in both spaces. Violent, negative engagement can be painful wherever they may occur. Likewise, positive engagements can lead to meaningful relationships and happy memories no matter where they take place. Whom we choose to let in to these spaces shapes how these interactions unfold.
The Embodiments of the Experience Matter
The Autcraft community gives their community members many different options for communication and social play through the various platforms discussed above. In doing so, the community accommodates many different user needs across contexts. A parent may not feel comfortable entering and interacting in the Autcraft virtual world, but they are able to leave comments and send messages through Facebook. A young child might not have access to social networking sites, but is able, often with the help of a parent, to navigate their avatar through the Autcraft virtual world and play with others. Being literate is not a requirement for being social in the Autcraft community. While some members choose to access the chat functionality of the virtual world through applications on their phone, other children do not use the chat at all. Instead they rely on their avatars to express themselves and interact with others and the Autcraft virtual world environment. The embodied experience is different depending on how it is mediated (e.g., face-to-face, text, phone, avatars in the virtual world). However, this does not mean that one is by default better (or less mediated) than the others. Depending on the individual, their "fit" in that mediated experiences may change-not only by type of mediation, but by the context in which that mediation occurs. The "fit" of a mediated experience can directly impact a person's access to social play. Miller and Sinanan argue that all interactions are mediated-including those that are face-to-face-even when they do not feel mediated [45] . However, this feeling may be context-dependent and different for each person. In the case of those with autism, some find that physical, bodily sensations are overwhelming or painful and, therefore, seemingly mundane experiences to some, such as eye contact, become unbearable [12, 46] .
Despite pressure from therapists, parents, educators, and researchers to privilege face-to-face interactions as more "real" than digital interactions, one kind of embodied experience is not necessarily more "real" than another. In fact, what is considered "real" for an individual is highly subjective. Instead of seeing physical and digital in stark contrast to one another, the digital becomes another realm that extends the self and is a place that can contain both the real and the unreal [5] . The premise that real and unreal can occur in both physical and virtual environments is especially salient for those who have lived experiences in both places. To accept that the interactions and encounters that occur in digital spaces are real, is to then accept that negative or hurtful engagements can cause pain when they occur in these spaces. For example, even when the virtual world was entirely based in text, when one rogue user violated other community members' avatars with sexually explicit text, the violation still had a profound impact on the users [17] . Similar violent acts have been recounted across various virtual worlds (e.g., World of Warcraft [48] ), as well as other social media platforms [55] . Because this violence is so ubiquitous across social media, the Autcraft community becomes especially important for those who do put value in their own embodied experiences on virtual platforms, such as autistic children. As in face-to-face, physical world interactions, their virtual counterparts also offer positive experiences. Social media has been studied for its ability to foster connections (e.g., intimacy and friendship in virtual worlds [39, 47, 52, 53, 64] ). However, feeling safe is integral to these positive embodied experiences. In turn, feelings of safety help create access to social play.
The embodied experience is what makes social play possible-embodied experience is the vehicle through which play occurs. The embodied experience gives children the place of play-the tools, other bodies, and boundaries. Whether it is children building a fort out of pillows in the living room or pixels in the Autcraft virtual world, play is made possible by experiences and interactions with the environment.
Spaces Become the Autcraft Place
The physical, liminal, and virtual spaces all intersect to create the place that is Autcraft. Bodies occupy all these spaces simultaneously. How bodies interact in these spaces-how engagement is mediated-depends on the context. A person could play with words at home at the dinner table, play a game of tag in the school playground, play with computer settings on a laptop in the library, or hide and seek in a Minecraft virtual world. If "space is the opportunity," then Autcraft becomes the "understood reality" [28] . The constellation of platforms used by Autcraft community membersfrom social networking sites, streaming video, specialized computer hardware to, lest we forget, Minecraft-converge into one giant space, or maybe many smaller spaces linked together with bridges. Through careful setting out of social norms and rules by the administrators, the Autcraft community takes the "opportunity" of this space and creates a sense of place, or, as at least one Autcraft member has called it, "home."
What is "real"?
The common complaint about computer games and children's online activity is when they are engaging online ("on screens"), they are not engaging with "the real world." I am deliberate when labeling the spaces used in the Autcraft community-physical, liminal, and virtual. All of these spaces can hold aspects of the real and unreal [5] . The Autcraft community-through their play-demonstrate this. One of the aspects of play is the suspension of belief by players. In play, we can accept both the real and unreal side-byside. As Sutton-Smith stated, "Children's play fantasies are not meant only to replicate the world…; they are meant to fabricate another world that lives alongside the first one and carries on its own kind of life, a life often much more emotionally vivid than mundane reality" [63:158] . Play includes shared imagining and creation of shared fictitious worlds; "…the relationships between the members of the community of players are relationships of collaboration in creating a fictive world" [38:56] . Minecraft, as a platform, makes possible the realization of the children's fantasy worlds. Just as a block tower in a school might become a knight's castle, Minecraft gives the children the tools to make their own fantasy castles and act out their play with each other through their avatars. But what is real here and what is not? A block tower, many would argue is real in its physicality, but not necessarily really a knight's castle. Is a digital block tower in Minecraft not real simply because of its digital-ness? The two should be treated similarly. The children of Autcraft play with their digital towers with more gusto than they might in the physical world-where they are made disabled by the chosen environment.
The outcomes of play in Autcraft have yet to be measured statistically. It is unknown if children from the Autcraft community "transfer" their social "skills" into other aspects of their lives. This does not need to be the only end goal of the Autcraft community, however. The Autcraft community, through their constellation of platforms, gives members a place to play. Having access to play for play's sake is an important means in itself.
Topos-Mediated Ludic Sociality and the Able Body
Place either aids or hinders access to play. As in the example of the playground, a place is not simply a demarcated area of space. Place is imbued with cultural meaning and social cues-that is how a space becomes a place. In a playground, the place is full of cues for play-a playground invites play. In other words, a playground is a playful place, meant to be full of play. Topos is "common ground" or "place" in Ancient Greek. The playground-in this case, a Minecraft virtual world-becomes the topos or "common ground" where ludic sociality occurs. In this section, I discuss how place or topos becomes the mediator for ludic sociality.
All communication is culturally mediated [45] , but the impact of technologies such as smart phones and virtual worlds is more noticeable by society-both because of what is seen and not seen. Technologies are "sometimes unsettling largely because they make us aware and newly self-conscious about those taken-for-granted frames around direct face-to-face encounters," making us see how sociality is mediated [31] . But technology is also disconcerting to people because of what they cannot see. For example, watching children in virtual worlds is more challenging especially for caregivers who do not understand the technology. Children who prefer these digital engagements may be seen as antisocial or casting-off the "real" world [66] . However, there is more happening in these virtual worlds than is first apparent. Consider the disabled embodied experience-those who are considered disabled are such because the environment does not support a particular body [23, 25] . The children (and adults) of the Autcraft community prefer-and are more comfortable with-interactions that are mediated via text or digital avatar. They are denied access to-that is, they are made disabled-when forced to use the mediations that do not fit. I look at play, and the access to play, as a way to understand the importance of sociality to autistic children, but also to show how we can leverage technology to create more inclusive social experiences through ludic sociality.
If "play is the work of children," [14] then what is the product of their work? Ludic sociality can be understood as the ways in which play mediates being social. All communication is culturally mediated [45] and "culture arises in the form of play, that it is played from the very beginning" [32:46] . However, neither play nor sociality require one another. One can play without others, and one can be social without play. Play can be one of the layers of mediation that helps support sociality and create community.
The children express their sociality through play. Play could occur because the children had access to play in a context in which they "fit." When educators, therapists, parents, and researchers privilege face-to-face interactions, they are, in effect, creating disability in children who cannot or will not play in that medium. In the Autcraft community, members can recreate the playground in an environment that is more comfortable for them. Community members leverage technology to create a playground where the body is most able to play. And, having done this, autistic children engage in social play of which people thought them incapable.
As I noted above, the Autcraft community has used a constellation of platforms to enable ludic sociality for autistic children. Here the Autcraft community is using the constellation of technological platforms to help create the sense of place. These platforms cross into physical, liminal, and virtual spaces, working together to create access to play. Toposmediated ludic sociality is how the place mediates and creates access to ludic sociality. Here the Autcraft community have leveraged virtual worlds to their advantage-in essence, transforming the disabled embodied experience into an enabled one.
CONCLUSION
I discussed the embodied experience of those with disabilities, especially regarding social media. I then described how these embodied interactions occur throughout the Autcraft community including the physical, liminal, and virtual spaces Autcraft community members live in. Computer-mediated experiences for these community members is preferable to physical-world, face-to-face interactions. How someone interacts with others is meaningful, regardless whether that interaction is online or offline. The Autcraft community has defied the conventions set out by many educators, parents, researchers, and therapists by creating a space that privileges digital engagements over physicalworld ones. In doing so, they have made a playground that is more comfortable for many autistic children. Ultimately, it the placeness of Autcraft that gives children the options of embodied experiences they need to access social play. Children need a place to play. There are two things to consider: creating a sense of place and allowing for both the real and unreal in these places. Therapists, educators, parents, and researchers tend to privilege the physical realm over all others for mediating sociality. Members of the Autcraft community turn this notion on its head, instead privileging virtual interactions over physical ones. But further still, I have shown how all these spaces-physical, liminal, and virtual-must work together to make play possible. The spaces the Autcraft community uses make the place that is Autcraft possible. Second, these spaces, though some of them are digital, are no more or less "real" than the physical spaces making up a schoolyard or playground.
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